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Academic CV’s in Pure

This guide will take you through making your CV. Click the text below to jump to a
specific section.
•

Locating the CV function and creating the CV

•

What should be included in your CV in Pure?

•

Creating a periodic list of your education and employment

•

Adding your publications through automated lists from Pure content

•

Making the list static – choose relevant publications yourself

•

Publish your CV

Locating the CV function and creating the CV
A CV is made in Pure in the left-hand menu bar. Click the + at the end of the tab to
create a new CV. If you have an already saved version you want to edit, you can find it
by clicking the tab instead.
You can choose several kinds. What we want to make here is a public CV since
we want a CV available on the public research portal. Click the box titled
‘Public CV’.
If you choose to make a private CV please keep in mind that it can never be made
public. You can instead create a ‘public CV’ and choose not to publish it.
Now you can get started. If you have editorial rights in Pure you will first meet a search box where you can search for
the person you are making a CV for.
The first thing you should do is rename the CV.
This is also the name your CV will have on the
Research Portal.
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What should be included in your CV in Pure?
To the left is an example of a CV build.
A good way to get your CV started is to make the layout of
your CV. This can be done easily by starting with only ‘Your
personal profile from Pure’ and then add the ‘Heading’
sections of the sections you would like to include.
These sections to the left could be included in the CV. Text
can be added when you are happy with the headings.
The order of the sections can always be moved later.

Other relevant headings could be:
•
•
•
•
•

Work as peer reviewer
Projects
Administrative positions
Press
Selected Talks

Using the standard sections – what to add
Content available in the section overview will differ greatly depending on what fields you have filled out on your
profile in Pure.
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Personal profile from Pure is name, current position,
picture and address. It is a good idea to add this.
Add each section one at the time and it will be easier to see what you
are importing.
Profile information is all the additional information added in text fields
on your profile in Pure such as a research area description.
List of your employment is an automated list you can add but it will
only contain the information on your internal employments unless you
have added your external employments yourself in Pure. Also, the
listing takes a lot of space. We recommend that you create your list
yourself from a periodic list.

Creating a periodic list of your education and employment
Each time you want to add something new, click ‘Add section’.
First, you should add a heading for the section you want to create if you have not
already. Then you add the periodic list.
A list is then added. You can edit each line at a time or add more. The arrows move
the lines up or down.
The newest is normally listed first.
When you use the periodic list, you must fill out both Danish and English – if you do not, the fields will
appear empty when accessed from that language. You can copy the text in English into the Danish text
fields.
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When you fill in your Employment information you can choose to add a text field above a periodic list to write a
sentence or so about your current research interests. This is done below. Hover the mouse between two sections to
add a new section.

Adding your publications through automated lists from Pure content
You can add whatever content types you want to your CV. This includes publications, activities, teaching, prizes and
press clippings.
Keep in mind the CV will be displayed on your public profile where you have a comprehensive lists of
all your Pure content. Perhaps you should use your CV to highlight content important to you and your
researcher profile.
If you want your CV to show that you have a long career behind you, a good solution could be to add a text field
writing what you find important:

Most CV’s feature a list of selected publications.
You should pick a selection consisted of the most prolific research output. This requires some work to set up but only
a little to maintain.
First, add a ‘Research output’ section. After, click ‘edit’ in the left side of the list.
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Now, as shown in this picture below, you can define some criteria for your list. The list will
automatically be updated, if new content is added - unless you make the list “static”. We recommend
that you make the list static; unless you want the list to filter only by newest publications and do not
want to select them yourself.
First, change the header to something indicating that you will not be selecting all your publications. It could be
‘Selected articles’ or ‘Recent published books’.
Then you should add criteria. Maximum count is ‘all’ to
begin with. You should change this to 20 or so. You can also
add a category. Perhaps you only want research
publications shown.
In the ‘Types’ section, you should add all the types relevant
in the sections. It could be a good idea to create articles in
one list and books, for example, in another.
You can change the publication year if needed, but only the
maximum count will be shown starting with the newest, so
it might not be relevant.
When you are done, click OK and the list will maintain itself
from the criteria you selected.
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Making the list static – choose relevant publications yourself
A dynamic list is automatically updating itself whenever you add new content into Pure that matches
the list criteria. This is a good solution for a comprehensive CV.
Static lists let you edit the entire automated list and let you select only the publications you are most
proud of. Every time you add new content into Pure, that matches your criteria, you will be asked if
you want to add it to your CV. You will not receive an email when it happens.
You change the list type in the bottom of the ‘Edit’ section once you have added an automated list. Once you make a
static list, you will have to do the weeding manually. If you later choose to make the list dynamic again, your manual
changes will be overwritten. You can delete a publication from the list by clicking the ‘x’. You can also add a
publication by hovering the mouse between publiations. A search bar will appear then.

When new items are added, fitting your selected criteria, a notification will appear in Pure when you go to the CV
tab.
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Opening the CV will let you add or dismiss each item:

You can add as many automated lists as you need.
Awards and Prizes and Active memberships can also be created from automated lists. Just make sure to first add the
content in the correct activity categories in Pure.
Here awards and prizes are made from a static list, but the list called ‘Recent work as Peer Reviewer’ is made from a
dynamic list selecting newest entries with a maximum count of 3.
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Publish your CV
Until you tick the ‘Publish’ box, your CV is hidden from public view. You can save the CV, and it will still not be visible.
When you are done, tick the box.
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